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The High Energy cosmic-Radiation Detection (HERD) facility is a next generation spaceborne detector to be installed onboard the Chinese Space Station for about 10 years. HERD will address major problems in fundamental physics and astrophysics, providing precise measurements of charged-cosmic rays up to PeV energies, performing indirect searches for dark matter in the electron spectrum up to few tens of TeV and monitoring the gamma-ray skymap for surveys and transient searches.

HERD is composed of a 3D imaging calorimeter (CALO) surrounded by a scintillating fiber tracker (FIT), a plastic scintillator detector (PSD) and a silicon charge detector (SCD). In addition, a transition radiation detector (TRD) is placed on a lateral side to provide accurate energy calibration. Based on this innovative design, the effective geometric factor of HERD will be one order of magnitude larger than that of current space-based detectors.

The HERD trigger strategy is designed to accomplish the scientific goals of the mission, and is based on trigger definitions that rely on the energy deposited in CALO and the PSD. The trigger performances are evaluated using a detailed Monte Carlo simulation that includes the latest HERD geometry.

In addition, alternative trigger definitions based on the event topology can be established thanks to the photodiode readout of CALO crystals. The feasibility of these topological triggers is also investigated and presented.
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1. The HERD detector

The High Energy cosmic-Radiation Detector (HERD) is a future cosmic ray experiment planned to be installed onboard the Chinese Space Station (CSS) for a 10-year mission [1]. The instrument will follow a low Earth orbit with an inclination of 41.5° and an altitude between 340 and 450 km.

The primary scientific goals of the HERD experiment encompass the precise measurement of the spectra and composition of primary cosmic rays up to the knee region; the indirect search for signatures of dark matter annihilation through the precise measurement of the electron energy spectrum up to tens of TeV and its anisotropy; and gamma ray astronomy and transient monitoring. Therefore, HERD will address major problems in fundamental physics and astrophysics with the precise measurements of charged cosmic-rays and gamma-rays. To achieve these goals, the HERD experiment features a large acceptance detector based on an innovative concept.

HERD consists of several sub-detectors that provide accurate determination of the particle properties (figure 1). The detector comprises a 3D imaging calorimeter (CALO) made of cubic LYSO crystals which, in total, provide about 55 radiation lengths and 3 nuclear interaction lengths. The calorimeter is surrounded by a scintillating fiber tracker (FIT) that allows for charge measurement and trajectory reconstruction; a plastic scintillator detector (PSD) which provides charge reconstruction and gamma identification; and a silicon charge detector (SCD) to have a precise determination of the particle charge. In addition, a transition radiation detector (TRD), located on one lateral side, provides accurate energy calibration.

2. Baseline trigger strategy

The large geometrical acceptance of the system requires detailed studies to define an efficient trigger system, which is able to identify the event samples for science and calibration purposes and keep the trigger rate to the level required by the acquisition system.

The trigger strategy is defined to fulfill the scientific goals of the HERD experiment according to the particle species and energies of the required event samples.

The HERD trigger system is based on two kinds of configurations:
1. **Science mode - Global Trigger**, composed of the logical OR of individual sub-triggers:

- *High Energy trigger* (HE), which requires high energy deposition in CALO.
- *Low Energy Gamma trigger* (LEG), which requires low energy deposition in CALO and PSD veto to suppress mainly the proton background.
- *Low Energy Electron trigger* (LEE), which requires low energy deposition in CALO and provides calibration of the TRD response curve.
- *Unbiased trigger* (UNB), which requires low energy deposition in CALO and is based on a prescaled sample of events (1/1000) for trigger efficiency computation.

2. **Calibration mode**

- *Standalone calibration* (CALIB), which requires low energy deposition in CALO and aims to select penetrating charged particles to equalize the response of the CALO cells. It is operated in a geographical band of latitudes from -20° to +20° around the Earth’s equator.

3. **Study of trigger performances**

The performances of the baseline trigger definitions have been evaluated in terms of the trigger acceptances and expected trigger rates using Monte Carlo simulated samples. These samples are produced by means of HerdSoftware [2], a dedicated framework based on Geant4 for Monte Carlo simulation, event reconstruction and data analysis for the HERD experiment.

The simulated samples for the trigger studies include different particle species (protons, electrons, helium, carbon and gammas) and logarithmically spaced energy points ranging from 0.1 GeV to 8 TeV. The Monte Carlo generation is performed using the latest geometry currently implemented in HerdSoftware.

A systematic procedure to evaluate the trigger acceptances and the expected trigger rates has been followed. For the computation of the trigger rates, the input particle fluxes are obtained from GALPROP [3] spectra tuned to the latest AMS-02 results. At low energies, the force field approximation [4] is used to account for the solar modulation, where two potentials are used to investigate the trigger rates in two extreme cases: $\phi_{\text{MIN}} = 300$ MV, for the solar minimum; and $\phi_{\text{MAX}} = 1200$ MV, for the solar maximum. In addition, the orbital parameters of the recently launched Tianhe core module of the CSS [5] are used for the trigger rate computation.

For downward-going protons, the results obtained for the trigger acceptances of the baseline definitions are presented in figure 2-Left. In particular, due to its importance in the measurement of high energy cosmic rays, the HE trigger exhibits a fast rise above the energy threshold in CALO and an almost flat acceptance, about $3 \text{ m}^2\text{sr}$, for energies above 80 GeV. On the other hand, the expected proton HE trigger rate for the solar minimum is displayed in figure 2-Right. As observed, the HE trigger rate exhibits a uniform behavior along the CSS orbit, with an average trigger rate of $49.5 \text{ Hz}$ and a maximum of $50 \text{ Hz}$.

The results of the expected trigger rates for protons are presented in table 1.
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**Figure 2:** *(Left)* Trigger acceptances for downward-going protons. *(Right)* Proton High Energy trigger rate map for the solar minimum. The colored band corresponds to the geographical latitudes covered by the CSS orbit and the gradient of colors quantify the trigger rate at the different geographical positions.

**Table 1:** Expected trigger rates for downward-going protons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protons</th>
<th>Avg. Rate [Hz]</th>
<th>Max. Rate [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>311.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNB</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL</td>
<td>123.1</td>
<td>372.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIB</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**4. Feasibility of a topological trigger**

The possibility of instrumenting a subsample \((1/N)\) of the LYSO crystals with an additional system of photodiodes and readout electronics provides an alternative to the standard readout of CALO based on fibers coupled to PMTs. This photodiode readout of the CALO LYSO crystals provides topological trigger capabilities that may complement the baseline trigger definitions based on the energy deposition in CALO.

The differences in the shower shape in CALO can be exploited to separate electrons and protons using the PD readout. A simple programmable logic (based on the total multiplicity or \(x,y,z\)-projection multiplicities) built from individual PD self-trigger signals provides enhanced particle identification as long as a low threshold \((\leq 1\) MIP) can be set.

Therefore, the photodiode readout offers the possibility to design dedicated triggers for specific particle species and energy ranges based on the event topology in terms of the aforementioned multiplicities. Currently, four trigger definitions have been investigated:

- **High Energy Topological trigger** (HET), exploits the correspondence between the total energy deposited in CALO and the total multiplicity to provide an alternative high energy trigger based only on the event topology.

- **Low Energy Electron Topological trigger** (LEET), provides a high acceptance trigger for
electrons at low energies with strong proton suppression, which may constitute additional samples for science and calibration purposes.

- **High Energy Electron Topological trigger** (HEET), for electrons at intermediate energies, thus providing an overlap between the LEET and HET triggers.

- **MIP Topological trigger** (MIPT), exploits the correlation between the total number of fired crystals and the depth in LYSO, thus allowing for a selection of MIP events that provide energy calibration for different lengths in CALO.

The performances of these topological trigger definitions have been investigated using a similar procedure as described in the previous section. The trigger acceptances for electrons and protons are displayed in figure 3.

![Figure 3: Acceptances of the topological trigger definitions for downward-going electrons (left) and protons (right).](image)

5. Conclusions

The HERD experiment onboard the CSS constitutes the flagship of the next generation of cosmic ray detectors in space.

A novel design based on the possibility to accept particles from the top and lateral sides of HERD provides an effective geometrical factor one order of magnitude larger than that of current space-based detectors. This will allow to provide accurate measurements of charged cosmic rays and gamma-rays from few GeV to PeV energies and address major problems in fundamental physics and astrophysics.

The trigger strategy is designed to fulfill these scientific goals and provide meaningful samples for science and calibration purposes. The trigger logic is defined in terms of different sub-triggers based on the energy deposited in CALO and the PSD.

In addition, the photodiode readout of the CALO crystals provides an additional opportunity for alternative trigger definitions based on simple programmable logic in terms of the event multiplicities. Dedicated sub-triggers for specific particle species and energy ranges have been proposed and investigated.
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